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Title  Date Status Version 

National Committee on Occupational Safety and Health (NCOSH)  
76th Meeting Minutes – COVID-19 Supplemental Meeting 

November 20, 
2020 

 Final 

Distribution: 
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat, NRC MyZone, NRC DocZone 
and the NRC COSH Co-Chairs 

Approved: 
January 14, 2021 
 

No. of 
pages: 5 

 

 

Participants  

Members: 
Geneviève Tanguay 
Lawrence Mak   
Cathie Fraser 
Lawrence Charlebois 
Brad Gover   
Pierre Mayette 
Sue Twine 
Michael Vandenhoff 

 
Vice-President, Emerging Technologies, Chair (1st half of meeting) 
Research Council Officer, PIPSC Employee Representative, Chair (2nd half of meeting) 
President of RCEA, Co-Chair 
Research Council Officer, PIPSC Employee Representative 
Director, Research and Development, Construction, Employer Representative 
Director General, Design and Fabrication Services, Employer Representative 
Director, Research and Development, HHT, Employer Representative 
Technical Officer, RCEA Employee Representative 

Resource Persons: 
Carolyn Lauzon                              
Ronalda Rino 
Susan Gamble 
Theresa Paris 
Shelley Sommerville 
Vanessa Loyer   

 
Senior Labour Relations Advisor, HR Branch 
Executive Director, HSE Branch 
Acting Director, Prevention & Field Operations, HSE Branch 
Manager, Policy and Reporting, HSE Branch 
NCOSH Secretary & Advisor, Policy and Reporting, HSE Branch 
Administrative Assistant, HSE Branch (meeting support / observer) 

Guests:  
Karine Gauvreau 
Karine Proulx 
Erin Skrapek 
Christopher Johnstone 
Panos Argyropoulos 

 
Ombudsperson, Ethics, Integrity and Respectful Workplace, SGO 
Senior Advisor, Harassment Prevention and Resolution, SGO 
Director, Corporate Secretariat, SGO 
Director General, National Programs and Business Services 
HSE Specialist Chemical Safety Officer, HSE Branch 

Regrets: n/a  

Meeting Details  Meeting time (duration) 

Virtual Meeting 9:09 am to 11:32 am 

 

Discussion points 

1 Introductions of Guests and Committee Members 
 
Geneviève Tanguay welcomed all committee members, resources and guests. 
 

2 Approval of the Meeting Agenda 
 
The agenda was approved without modifications. 
 

3 NRC Work Place Harassment and Violence Prevention and Resolution Policy  
 
The Secretary General’s Office (SGO) presented a briefing note and draft outline of the policy to the committee 
secretarially on November 16, 2020 for their comments and suggestions. The committee raised the following 
concerns; 
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 As described in the policy there are employees that are at greater risk of being exposed to violence and 
harassment as they work with the general public, however, has the SGO considered including employees 
that are interacting with third party contractors and tenants in this policy as they too might be at greater risk 
similar to those employees that are public facing?  The HSE Resources Group agreed that contractors and 
tenants have an obligation to follow the NRC health and safety policies and directives and that obligation is 
being addressed in the new Persons Granted Access Directive that is currently being drafted by the HSE 
Branch. The SGO therefore might consider including contractor and tenant interactions with employees 
within their policy to align with this new HSE directive. The HSE Resources Group also added that RPPM 
includes health and safety protocols within contracts and tenant agreements, so these contracts and 
agreements would also support the inclusion of contractors and tenants in the Work Place Harassment and 
Violence Prevention and Resolution Policy. 

 Two Employer Representatives raised their concerns about the increased workload for the NCOSH 
(Applicable Partner) as outlined in this policy for example; if the committee was responsible for carrying out 
workplace assessments to identify risk factors relating to workplace harassment and violence and review all 
reports of an investigations made under this policy. The HSE Resources Group agreed that there is a need 
for clear definition between NCOSH and COSH roles and responsibilities. The SGO Resources will 
collaborate with their consultant to revise the roles and responsibilities under the Applicable Partner section. 

 Are COSHs equipped to carry out their roles and responsibilities of this policy?  The SGO Resources 
confirmed that they will revise the COSH roles and responsibilities and will resubmit the policy for further 
review by the NCOSH. 

 Will the SGO be reviewing all the relevant material released from the Labour Program on Bill C-65?  The 
SGO Resources confirmed that they have reviewed all related documentation and where applicable applied 
it to the new NRC policy. 

 An Employee Representative raised concerns that there is a need to ensure the role of the COSHs is clear. 
The SGO Resources confirmed they will ask their consultant to revisit the policy outline and ensure that the 
policy aligns with other NRC established policy instruments, i.e. the COSH Terms of Reference. 

 An Employer Representative was uncertain that COSHs are prepared nor equipped to implement such a 
program. The CBIs already have more than 30 health and safety programs to implement, and many not have 
additional resources to support another program. Has the SGO considered who will be providing the 
resources, implementation, and ongoing support of the program? The SGO Resources reassured the 
committee that the NCOSH and COSHs will not be responsible for the implementation of the program but 
their role would be to participate in the program, whereas the SGO would be responsible for the 
implementation, training and ongoing support. They will make the necessary modifications in the policy 
wording to ensure clarity of the roles and responsibilities of all parties. 

 The HSE Resources highlighted that COSH members will still be expected to participate and make 
recommendations to employers for workplace violence and harassment events and may require additional 
training in this area once the new policy is launched. 

 The SGO Resources thanked the committee for their comments and will revise the policy document for 
further review and consultation in the coming weeks. 

 

4 Security Branch COVID-19 Update 
 

 This item was deferred to the next NCOSH COVID-19 Supplemental Meeting as the Security Branch was 
not available to attend. 
 

5 COVID-19 Safety Innovation Pilots 
 
The presentation by Christopher Johnstone provided updates on the COVID-19 Safety Innovation Pilots that were 
first presented to the committee last June. Phase one saw the completion of the new pilot solutions and the 
gathering of employee feedback and determination of effectiveness across the pilot sites.  
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Next steps include; 

 the roll-out of the successful approaches at other locations as required or deemed appropriate, e.g. self-
check stations, personal thermometers available via central stores and copper tools (to reduce physical 
contact) distribution; 

 internal communications to support the roll-out of the above mentioned; 

 possible procurement of other solutions e.g. proximity sensors and anti-viral masks or face coverings; 

 and exploring other COVID-19 potential projects. 
 
A PIPSC Employee Representative asked if RPPM considering using ultraviolet light for cleaning of NRC facilities, to 
reduce the risk of COVID-19 transmission from surfaces.  There has been some discussion about the use of this 
type of technology. RPPM is focusing on thorough and frequent cleaning of high touch points in facilities and the use 
of the non-contact copper tools will also reduce contact of high touch surfaces. Over the last several months the 
focus has lessened on surface contamination to air transmission of COVID, consequently there may be more of a 
shift to exploring air ventilation technologies and solutions to mitigate COVID-19 transmission. 
 

6 Storage of Hand Sanitizer  
 
The presentation by Panos Argyropoulos provided information on the importance of appropriate storage of alcohol-
based hand sanitizers (Class I flammable liquids) as the NRC has more hand sanitizer on site due to the pandemic. 
He further explained that if flammable liquids are stored outside a designated cabinet or control area, the total 
quantity permitted shall not exceed 10L of Class I liquids, with a maximum of 5L in a single room.  
 

 Are NRC Stores storing alcohol-based sanitizers in the appropriate control rooms?  Mr. Argyropoulos 
confirmed that NRC Stores have the appropriate control rooms to store larger volumes of hand sanitizers. 

 The HSE Resources shared with the committee that the information on how to store hand sanitizers was 
shared with Director of Operations, HSE Advisors as well as NRC Stores. 

 Who is filling the hand sanitizer stations across NRC? HSE Resources Group confirmed that RPPM are 
responsible for oversight and monitoring the filling of the hand sanitizer stations. 

 

7 Review of the August 21, 2020 NCOSH COVID-19 Supplemental Meeting Minutes and Action Items 
 

 The meeting minutes were approved without changes. 
 

ACTION #1:Follow-up on the request of the Special COVID-19 Operating Procedure (SCOP) (HSE Resources).  

 The SCOP list was discussed at the September 24, 2020 quarterly meeting and the list was shared with the 
committee members on September 28, 2020. 

 
 
ACTION #2: Provide information on the procuring of gowns and gown alternatives for first aid kits (HSE Resources). 

 The HSE Resources informed the committee that the First Aid Supplemental Kits will be available from NRC 
Stores in the next few days. Although disposable gowns are not available, they are in the process of being 
procured and disposable lab coats are available from NRC Stores, as a temporary alternative. 

 Will training be provided to First Aid Attendants on how to use the items within these supplementary kits?  
HSE Resources confirmed that a communication will be sent to First Aid Attendants community to inform 
them of the kits availability and kit contents. 

 The kits contain: protective disposable gown, visors, masks, gloves, clear bag for waste disposal, and 
disinfectant wipes. The kits will be placed beside the first aid kits so they are accessible by all first aid 
attendants when required. 
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8 Review of the NCOSH and Secretary General’s Office October 26, 2020 Meeting Minutes and Action Items 
 

 It was suggested that the minutes require revision and a list of actions items. 
 

Action: Revise meeting minutes for review at the next meeting (SGO) 
 

9 Round Table 
 

 The HSE Resources Group suggested that committee members submit their comments on the NRC Work 
Place Harassment and Violence Prevention and Resolution Policy – Draft Outline to the SGO by November 
23, 2020. The SGO will then revise the Policy for resubmission to the committee for secretarial review on 
November 30, 2020 in preparation for further discussion at the December 7, 2020 NCOSH Quarterly 
meeting. 
 

Action: Submit comments on the Work Place Harassment and Violence Prevention and Resolution 
Policy to the SGO by November 23, 2020. 

 

 The committee decided to continue to schedule their monthly COVID-19 Supplemental Meetings into the 
New Year. 
 

 The HSE Resources Group brought forward that health experts have deemed that three ply masks are 
recommended to decrease the transmission of COVID-19. Currently, NRC is providing three ply masks at 
their building locations. They further added that some concerns had been raised at the recent NRC Town 
Hall as some employees asked why NRC is not making masks mandatory inside buildings and following the 
same protocol as other federal government departments. The NRC is reviewing the various options on mask 
protocols and the HSE Branch will share more information at the next meeting. 
 

 The PIPSC Employee Representative Lawrence Mak thanked all the very many volunteers, committee 
members, and resource staff for their continuous unwavering commitment over the last year, especially with 
the review of important policy instruments e.g. Bill C-65, and the Policy on impairment by alcohol and drugs 
in the workplace as well as the increased workload to meet more frequently since the pandemic. 

 
 

Action Number Action Items Responsible 

1 Revise October 26, 2020 meeting minutes for review at the next NCOSH 
meeting 

Secretary General’s Office 

2 Submit comments on the Work Place Harassment and Violence Prevention 
and Resolution Policy directly to the SGO by November 23, 2020. 

Committee Members 

 

Acronym  

AERO Aerospace 

BMSC Business Management Support Committee 

CBI Research Centre, Branch and IRAP 

COSH Committee on Occupational Safety and Health 

eHOIR Electronic Hazardous Occurrence Investigation Report 

ERT Emergency Response Team 

ESDC Employment and Social Development Canada 
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HPP Hazard Prevention Program 

HPSP Hazardous Products Safety Program 

HSE Health, Safety and Environment Branch 

IRAP Industrial Research Assistance Program 

METRO Metrology 

NAOSH North American Occupational Safety and Health 

NJC National Joint Council 

OSH Occupational Safety and Health 

OSHELS Occupational Safety and Health E-Learning Solution 

PIPSC Professional Institute of the Public Service 

PPE Personal Protective Equipment  

RCEA Research Council Employees’ Association 

RPPM Real Property Planning and Management Branch 

SCB Site Coordination Board 

SCOP Special COVID-19 Operating Procedure 

SEC Senior Executive Committee 

SGO Secretary General’s Office 

TBS Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat 

ToR Terms of Reference 

WHMIS Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System 

 


